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Water Resources

Policy WR-1.1: Collaborate across 
water quality and water infrastructure 
management departments and 
agencies.

Policy WR-1.2: Work with state 
water and environmental agencies 
to protect and manage upper 
watersheds.

Policy WR-1.3: Address chronic 
storm flooding issues through multiple 
solutions.

GOAL WR-1:  
Take a Comprehensive and 
Collaborative Approach to 
Water Management in the 
PUC.

Policy WR-2.1: Protect drinking 
water aquifers, and surface and 
nearshore waters from contamination 
by developed land uses, urban 
runoff, and illegal dumping.

Policy WR-2.2: Enhance the 
ecological function of streams.

Policy WR-.2.3: Effectively manage 
stormwater flows with appropriate 
on-site and city-system best practices.

GOAL WR-2:  
Protect Ground and Surface 
Water Quality from Polluting 
Land Uses.

Policy WR-3.1: Reduce vulnerability 
of the water infrastructure system to 
the effects of climate change.

Policy WR-3.2: Support water 
conservation projects and programs 
to manage demand.

Policy WR-3.3: Improve 
coordination of wastewater 
infrastructure and land  
use planning.

GOAL WR-3: 
Maintain Resilient Water 
Infrastructure Systems.
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Chapter 9. Water Resources

Key Outcomes
Honolulu, an island community, is unusual in that it 
draws the majority of its potable water supply from 
within City limits. This geographic isolation means 
that we need to be mindful of the Honolulu Board 
of Water Supply (BWS) motto, Ka Wai Ola or “Water 
for Life”, and protect our water supplies through 
effective conservation and management. We cannot 
import water from very long distances like most U.S. 
cities. Potable wells within the PUC and around Oʻahu 
draw high-quality ground water from fresh water 
aquifers formed naturally within the island's basalt 
rock structure. The forested upper watersheds play 
an essential part in aquifer recharge and ensuring that 
Honolulu continues to have a clean and natural source 
of drinking water. 

BWS and other City agencies responsible for water 
use and infrastructure have moved towards a “One 
Water” framework to align planning for climate 
change. These include increased drought, flooding, 
and sea level rise impacts. More broadly, a One 
Water framework sees water as a precious resource 
in all phases of the water cycle and takes a holistic 
view of its management. It includes conservation, 
treatment, infrastructure (potable, wastewater, and 
flood control) and looks to streamline systems and 
produce environmental benefits. The policies in this 
plan support a One Water approach and recognize 
the need for increased agency collaboration to meet 
future challenges.  A continued focus on forest and 
watershed health, stormwater management, and 
infrastructure improvements are also featured.

THE IWILEI/KAPALAMA TRANSIT‐ORIENTED 
DEVELOPMENT (TOD) INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS 

ASSESSMENT
The City and County of Honolulu (City) has conducted the 
Iwilei/Kapālama TOD Infrastructure Needs Assessment to 
identify and advance improvements needed to support new 
development around the future Iwilei and Kapalama rail 
transit stations—in the heart of the City Center segment of 
the Honolulu Rail Project. As envisioned in the Downtown 
and Kalihi Neighborhood TOD Plans, the area will grow 
into an urban mixed-use neighborhood with housing, jobs, 
shopping, and services within easy walking distance of the 
rail stations. This transformation will require improvement 
of current infrastructure to support more transit-oriented 
land uses and densities.
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Setting the Stage
Potable Water
Hawaiʻi has an integrated resource model for managing water supplies with 
partnership between state and county agencies. Oʻahu’s freshwater municipal 
resources and management is carried out by the BWS with oversight from 
the State Commission on Water Resource Management (CWRM). The six key 
functions of BWS are to sustain, capture, treat, move, store, and deliver safe, 
dependable, and affordable water to Oʻahu’s residents now and into the future. 
Most of the PUC’s water supply is provided by the Honolulu aquifer for areas to 
the east and the Pearl Harbor aquifer for areas to the west.

As of 2010, the BWS system in the PUC served approximately 460,950 people 
with a per capita daily demand (gpcd) of 151 gpcd. Based on historical trends 
and future implementation plans for water conservation programs, the 
projected per capita demand for 2020 is 145 gpcd and 140 gpcd for 2025 
to the year 2040, respectively.  The BWS projects that future per capita 
demand rates will continue to go down as conservation programs expand.  
In addition to the BWS delivery system, water in the PUC is distributed  
by several smaller systems, including federal facilities, and owners of individual 
wells.

As required by the State Water Code, the BWS prepares Watershed Management 
Plans (WMPs) consistent with state provisions and in coordination with the 
policies and projections of the Department of Planning and Permitting’s eight land 
use planning regions. As of 2020, the PUC WMP- the seventh of the eight plans- 
was under development. The WMPs take a holistic look at water resources and 
infrastructure, supply, demand, and watershed health. The BWS’s stated goals for 
the WMPs are to: promote sustainable watersheds; protect and enhance water 
quality and quantity; protect Native Hawaiian rights and traditional customary 
practices; facilitate public participation, education, and project implementation; 
and meet future water demands at reasonable costs. Source: OneWater Framework Plan, Honolulu Board of Water Supply 
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Diagram of the PUC's watersheds  (Primary Urban Center Watershed Management Plan, Honolulu Board of Water Supply)

Drainage and Stormwater
The PUC has 17 watersheds extending from Diamond 
Head (Lēʻahi Crater) in the east to Kahe Point in the 
west, and drained via natural drainageways and 
streams into Māmala Bay (see Figure 1.1).  The three 
major western PUC drainageways that flow into Pearl 
Harbor’s East Loch are Waiawa Stream, Waimalu 
Stream, and Hālawa Stream.  Central PUC sections are 
drained by the Moanalua and Kalihi Streams that flow 
into Keʻehi Lagoon, and by the Kapālama Canal and 
Nuʻuanu Stream that flow into Honolulu Harbor.  To 
the east, the Mānoa, Pālolo, and Makiki Streams drain 
into Māmala Bay via the Ala Wai Canal. 

Stormwater infrastructure in the PUC consists of 
various federal, state, city, and private systems.  Many 
of the lower reaches of the major streams in the 
PUC have been channelized for the quick transport 
and disposal of runoff from urban areas. In general, 
however, stormwater infrastructure is tied to individual 
projects and is constructed by developers according to 
City standards before it is then dedicated to the City 
for operation and maintenance.  The City’s Stormwater 
Quality Division housed in the Department of Facilities 
Maintenance (DFM) develops requirements for the 
management of on-site stormwater and provides 
resources on Low Impact Development (LID) best 
practices to manage stormwater, reduce flooding 
and erosion, and reduce polluted runoff. The DFM 
is overseeing a process exploring the creation of a 
stormwater utility for O‘ahu to further its management 
at the municipal level (see stormwaterutilityoahu.org 
for further details).
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STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM PLAN 
A National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit is required for the City and County of 
Honolulu (City) to discharge storm water into receiving State water bodies. This requirement is regulated 
by the Clean Water Act (CWA) (33 United States Code [U.S.C.] 125 1 et. seq.; the “Act”); Hawaii Revised 
Statutes (HRS), Chapter 342D; and Hawaii Administrative Rules, Department of Health (DOH), State of 
Hawaii, Chapters 11-54 and 11-55, as amended. 

The Storm Water Management Program Plan (SWMPP) is updated and modified per the requirements of 
the City’s Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) NPDES Permit No. HI S000002 every five years. 

The City’s SWMPP is designed to address the requirements of the Permit and reduce, to the Maximum 
Extent Practicable (MEP), the discharge of pollutants to and from its MS4 to protect water quality and to 
satisfy the appropriate water quality requirements of the CWA.

The SWMPP provides information for each of the following program components (Permit references are in 
the parentheses below):

• Public Education and Outreach (Part D.1.a.)
• Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (Part D.1.c.)
• Construction Site Runoff Control (Part D.1.d.)
• Post-Construction Storm Water Management in New Development and Redevelopment (Part D.1.e.)
• Pollution Prevention/ Good Housekeeping (Part D.1.f.)
• Industrial and Commercial Activities Discharge Management Program (Part D.1.g.)
• City Industrial and Other Facilities (Part E.)
• Monitoring Requirements (Part F.)

A general assessment of the condition of the major trunk 
lines in the existing system identified several key areas 
in the PUC where capacity issues exist.  These areas 
include portions of Waikīkī, McCully-Mōʻiliʻili, Kakaʻako, 
Kapālama, ‘Iwilei, ʻAiea, and Pearl City; however, it 
should be noted that the models are continually in flux 
as projects continue to come on-and-offline, impacting 
localized systems.

Infrastructure to Support Growth and 
Development
Infrastructure systems (water, wastewater, and drainage) 
play a key role, supporting essential public services, 
urban development, and economic growth in the PUC.  
The community relies on the steady service, cost-
effectiveness, and capacity of these systems to meet 
their daily needs.  Continual maintenance is needed to 
provide a highly functioning system while upgrades must 
consistently be performed to support areas of growth. 
Areas that have seen major development in recent 
years include the TOD station areas surrounding the rail 
corridor, the Kapiʻolani corridor, Kakaʻako and Waikīkī.  
With the goals of limiting disruption and burden on the 
user, finding the right balance to support both areas of 
growth and stability with public projects can often be a 
challenge that must be managed through effective land 
use planning and functional planning working together. 
Publicly led projects from the ENV should be employed 
to correct system deficiencies that cannot be handled 
by individual project developers and in keeping with 
overall facilities planning goals.

Wastewater
The PUC is served by the City’s Māmala Bay Sewerage District and administered by the Department of 
Environmental Services (ENV).  The Māmala Bay Sewerage District is divided into the East Māmala Bay 
and West Māmala Bay subdistricts.  Most of the PUC, from Kāhala to Hālawa, is within the East Māmala 
Bay service area collected by the Sand Island Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP).  The remainder of 
the PUC, Hālawa to Pearl City, is within the West Māmala Bay service area collected at the Honouliuli 
WWTP in ʻEwa.  Also within the PUC is the Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam (U.S. Navy) Fort Kamehameha 
Wastewater Treatment Facility.  

Capacity of the existing wastewater system is evaluated using the City’s InfoWorks flow model. InfoWorks 
analyzes the hydraulic performance of the existing system under a range of storm conditions using updated 
flow data.  Results from InfoWorks are then used to predict locations of capacity-related overflows or 
capacity deficiencies in the existing wastewater system. 
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Expand a collaborative “One Water” framework.  
A One Water framework will help the PUC and Oʻahu prepare to manage climate change and 
sea level rise with new cross-agency protocols that capture the benefits of planning for flooding 
solutions, infrastructure resilience, and environmental quality in a team environment. A “One 
Water” approach not only values water as a resource but also provides a platform for building 
agency partnerships on projects with common goals. 

Effectively manage stormwater for watershed health. 
Watersheds that contain many paved surfaces and hardened stream channels- like most urban 
environments- can worsen flooding and water pollution issues. The streams of the PUC area have 
been impacted by urbanization and the degrading of mauka forested lands. Moreover, O‘ahu’s 
lack of stream setbacks or formal buffers can complicate stream maintenance and management 
by resulting in structures that are too close to sensitive and floodable areas. Agency collaboration 
is encouraged to find a path forward for new development and redevelopment that improves 
stream health and natural function. Community groups, individuals, and not-for-profits should 
also be encouraged and supported to conserve, care for, and steward the environment through 
programs and partnerships with relevant agencies. Continuing to build upon the City’s improved 
project guidelines and standards for managing stormwater is an area of opportunity, especially 
in thinking beyond the individual property scale for City initiated projects. Another key goal is to 
encourage the conversion of existing cesspools and septic systems in the PUC to better protect  
groundwater quality.

Ongoing coordination with land use policies. 
Plan policies include a longstanding Urban Growth Boundary that supports watershed and 
environmental health by reducing urban sprawl and avoiding disturbance to Preservation areas. As 
a counterpart, it is important that directed-growth land use policies like TOD be coordinated with 
the capacities of water and wastewater infrastructure throughout, to support those areas planned 
for higher densities. Equally important is the ongoing maintenance, function, and resilience of water 
systems in the many PUC areas not expected to see much growth during the Plan horizon.

How Does the Development Plan Get Us There? Related Policies
Policy GD-3.4: Improve infrastructure capacity 
planning for areas of low to moderate growth 
to meet demand for ADUs and modest infill 
development.

Policy GD-4.2: Decrease building and structure 
encroachments on streams and wetlands (except for 
those essential to flooding control).

Policy PL-2.1: Incentivize sustainable building and 
site design practices that respond to the tropical 
climate. 

Policy PPOS-1.5: Improve the ecological function 
of parks.

Policy PPOS-2.2: Use green streets to connect 
major recreation and public areas, provide missing 
green space, and beautify viewshed corridors.

Policy MC-2.4: Adapt the roadway network to 
address chronic flooding and sea level rise.

Policy SLR 3.1: Support collaborative resilience 
planning for new and existing infrastructure.

Policy SLR 3.2: Pursue a district-scale fee structure 
or other dedicated funding mechanisms for 
adaptation projects.

Policy SLR 1.5: Update shoreline regulations 
and development policies to reflect coastal hazard 
impacts on an ongoing basis.
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Associated Metrics & Indicators
WR #1: Per capita water usage in the PUC
Goal: Decrease usage
2020 baseline: XXX gallons/person (Source: PUC WMP)

WR#2: Number of Cesspool conversions in the PUC
Goal: Increase
2020 baseline: XX (Source: PUC WMP)

Figure 9.1: Water Resources Framework 
Diagram
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Adequate infrastructure systems provide a critical health function and are essential to everyday life, 
economic development, and growth.  We continually rely on water, wastewater, and drainage systems 
to meet our basic human needs even as new communities are developed and infrastructure systems 
near the end of their serviceable life.  Given the challenges that arise with public-budget constraints 
and long timelines for major projects, focus should not only be on constructing new assets, but also 
on improving the efficiency and longevity of existing infrastructure by optimizing operations and 
maintenance and planning for climate resilience.

Other Actions:
• Align City projects with One Water principles and develop checklists and procedures to incorporate 

One Water goals into capital budgeting and work flows.
• Reduce demand on existing water infrastructure systems through integrated systems planning.

Partners:
• OCCSR
• BWS
• DDC
• DTS
• DFM
• DES
• DPP
• DPR

Partners:
• OCCSR
• BWS
• DDC
• DTS
• DFM
• DES
• DPP
• DPR

Timeline

Timeline

Priority Actions:
Support the Implementation of a One Water 
Framework. Formalize and adopt a One Water 
organizational framework and governance structure to 
effectively manage climate resilience actions between 
water resource agencies and city departments. 

Support One Water pilot projects. Proactively 
coordinate with One Water partners to realize pilot 
watershed restoration, water quality improvement, 
and other water management projects in the PUC and 
beyond. Promote a continued collaborative approach 
to water infrastructure delivery.

Goal WR-1: Take a Comprehensive and Collaborative Approach to Water Management in the PUC.

Policy WR-1.1: Collaborate across water quality and water infrastructure management departments 
and agencies.

Looking mauka toward the Moanalua Valley
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Timeline

Timeline

Conservation lands play an important function in the hydrological cycle and in creating 
sustainable watersheds in the PUC. The forest canopy “catches” precipitation and fog drip, 
allowing water to percolate into the ground and feed the island’s drinking water aquifers and 
stream ecosystems. A healthy forest enhances ground water recharge. Increased coordinated 
management and restoration efforts are needed to address the degraded condition of most of 
the forest lands in the PUC area, restore and enhance stream health, and support the health of 
the whole watershed. Working with the State to implement conservation measures is essential 
to protecting and managing these mauka forests and the PUC’s watersheds.

Other Actions:
• Partner with State DLNR to provide technical support and funding assistance to entities 

engaged in forest restoration projects and programs within the PUC.

Partners:
• State DLNR
• BWS
• DLM

Partners:
• State DLNR
• BWS
• DFM

Conservation Plans. Support the DLM in the 
creation of Conservation Plans for mauka lands 
controlled by the City, and identify agency 
partners for watershed management projects 
and programs.

Restoration projects. Support catalytic forest, 
stream, and shoreline restoration projects 
identified in the PUC WMP, including planning 
and permitting of flood retention basins.

Goal WR-1: Take a Comprehensive and Collaborative Approach to Water Management in the PUC.

Policy WR-1.2: Work with state water and environmental agencies to protect and manage upper watersheds.

The health of upper forests is important for water quality. The PUC's urban growth boundary 
policy protects sensitive areas from urban sprawl.
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The City requires and continues to pursue best practices for capturing stormwater on individual sites. 
However, runoff and storm flooding, such as on street right-of-ways, can happen when both individual and 
municipal drainage systems are overwhelmed during storm events.  In addition, escalating climate change 
effects can include both drought and more intense storm events. Site-level stormwater management and the 
existing municipal drainage system should be supplemented opportunistically with a variety of solutions to 
infiltrate, treat, or capture stormwater to increase water use efficiency, reduce nuisance flooding, and avoid 
polluting runoff. In a highly urbanized area like the PUC, hybrid solutions which integrate nature-based and 
traditional engineering approaches can be effective at meeting these goals. These may include municipal 
non-potable reuse systems, increasing green streets and street trees to capture and infiltrate stormwater, or 
incorporating constructed LID drainage solutions in parks and open spaces.

Other Actions:
• Strategically utilize urban green space for flood mitigation. Identify existing parks, open spaces, or golf 

courses that can support flood mitigation or stormwater capture for reuse.
• Prioritize flood prone areas for acquiring new parklands and incorporating constructed solutions.

Partners:
• DFM
• DPP

Partners:
• DFM
• ENV
• DDC
• OCCSR
• DPP
• DPR

Goal WR-1: Take a Comprehensive and Collaborative Approach to Water Management in the PUC.

Priority Actions:
Storm Water Utility User Fee. Implement storm water 
drainage system user fees to promote holistic stormwater 
management and flooding reduction.  Fees can be used 
towards maintenance and upgrades of the system.

Regional drainage planning. Encourage preparation of 
regional drainage plans in areas at risk to chronic flooding 
(through combined efforts of the City, property owners, 
and residents). Proactively plan for drainage solutions at 
the block and district scales - candidates for public-led plans 
include Waikīkī, McCully, and Mapunapuna (and building off 
the Iwilei/Kapalama Infrastructure Master Plan precedent).

Policy WR-1.3: Address chronic storm flooding issues through multiple solutions.

Timeline

Timeline

Some streets experience chronic flooding (Source: SOEST King Tides Project)

A rain garden treats runoff in a commercial parking lot  (Source: Smart Trees Pacific)
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Ground water quality in Hawaiʻi is generally very good, but contamination from agricultural, 
underground fuel storage and distribution, and urban activities can occur. Pesticides, 
herbicides, and other chemicals associated with agricultural run-off are common ground 
water pollutants. Contamination could also result from on-site sewage disposal systems, 
such as cesspools, and from other human activities, such as illegal dumping. Water quality 
sampling data collected from PUC wells have detected several different contaminants in 
recent years, and in all cases the levels of contaminants detected are fully compliant with all 
applicable regulations and standards. However, maintaining the quality of the PUC’s surface 
water and water resources requires continued proactive efforts to reduce polluted runoff, 
including sediments, nutrients, pesticides, trash, and other pollutants.

Other Actions:
• Proactively enforce post-construction best management practices (BMPs) for sediments, 

nutrients, pesticides or other toxic chemicals and trash.
• Continue to support the de-fueling of underground fuel tanks in Red HIll. 

Partners:
• DPP

Partners:
• BWS
• State DOH
• ENV
• DPP

Priority Actions:
Urban Growth Boundary. Continue to limit 
development from encroaching beyond the 
established Urban Growth Boundary.

Reduction in cesspools and septic systems.  
Incentivize conversion of septic systems within 
the SLR-XA to the City's municipal water 
system. Prohibit new septic systems within 
the SLR-XA. Use SLR-XA as part of the criteria 
for identifying ‘high priority’ cesspools. Ensure 
that federal law is followed regarding required 
connections to municipal wastewater systems 
when properties are redeveloped or improved.

Timeline

Timeline

Volunteers create a chalk mural for water awareness near the Ala Wai canal (Source: DFM)

Adopt-a-Stream clean-up in Mānoa  (Source: DFM)

Goal WR-2: Protect Ground and Surface Water Quality from Polluting Land Uses.

Policy WR-2.1: Protect drinking water aquifers, and surface and nearshore waters from contamination 
by developed land uses, urban runoff, and illegal dumping.
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The PUC has nearly a dozen perennial streams. However, many of these have been severely 
impacted by urbanization, diminishing their ecological ability to provide natural drainage for 
adjacent areas and habitats for native plants and animals. Degradation is a major threat to water 
quality, instream habitat, and overall stream health. While the City’s Storm Water Quality Branch 
has an “Adopt-A-Stream” program where community members can steward a designated stretch, 
the majority of past work has focused on limited stream cleanups and not more permanent 
solutions. A broad range of stream restoration initiatives are needed, such as removing invasive 
species, adding outplanting with native plants, stream cleanups, and installing erosion control 
devices to address eroding stream banks.

Other Actions:
• Support the ENV’s “Adopt-a-Stream” program to provide regularly scheduled community-

wide stream maintenance.

Partners:
• DPP
• DFM
• State DLNR

Partners:
• Community partners
• DFM
• Private owners
• State DLNR

Priority Actions:
Establish stream buffer zones. Establish 
setbacks for all perennial streams to prevent 
the encroachment of buildings and structures 
within a 50’ or wider buffer zone other 
than for drainage, flood control, recreation 
and maintenance purposes (applicable to 
new development and redevelopment/
renovations).

Complete Needed Maintenance of Streams. 
Develop strategies to complete needed 
maintenance of waterways and channels to 
keep them clear of large debris and sediment 
build-up. 

Goal WR-2: Protect Ground and Surface Water Quality from Polluting Land Uses.

Policy WR-2.2: Enhance the ecological function of streams.

Timeline

Timeline

A low impact treatment near a stream in Kailua improves storm infiltration and riparian habitat
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The PUC experiences local areas of flooding during significant storm events due in part to 
stormwater runoff exceeding the capacity of the existing drainage system. Runoff from urban 
development can also degrade surface water quality.  Effectively managing stormwater 
flows can help to mitigate some of these flooding and water quality impacts.  Capturing and 
infiltrating the stormwater on-site with LID measures through development requirements 
and voluntary best-practice measures is one important strategy pursued by the City. Public 
stormwater capture and/or reuse projects can also have other objectives such as providing 
treated recycled water for non-potable uses (for instance golf course irrigation) or LID 
strategies to help improve street drainage and infiltration in floodable areas. 

Other Actions:
• Build community capacity to address stormwater management issues in residents’ 

own neighborhoods or commercial districts through shared systems where desired and 
feasible.

• Consider regional drainage districts in future refinements of system user fees and 
functional planning.

Partners:
• DTS
• DDC
• DFM
• DPP

Partners:
• DFM
• DTS
• DPP
• Private 

partners

Priority Actions:
City Green Infrastructure projects. Include 
LID/green infrastructure in new City projects 
or redevelopment of existing publicly-owned 
buildings/properties. Follow “Green Street” 
practices where polluted runoff or roadway 
flooding is a concern.

Private Green Infrastructure projects. Include 
LID/green infrastructure in new private 
development projects or redevelopment of 
existing buildings. Encourage “Green Street” 
practices where polluted runoff or roadway 
flooding is a concern.

Low Impact Development interventions such as swales, rain gardens, or retention areas 
reduces peak runoff and improves water quality by allowing rainwater to infiltrate into 
the ground, or to evaporate and transpire, thus reducing the amount of polluted runoff 
entering storm drains, streams, and nearshore waters, and reducing flood volumes. The 
goal of LID is to restore the natural ability of a developed site to absorb storm water. It 
attempts to maintain the natural, pre-development hydrology of a site.

Goal WR-2: Protect Ground and Surface Water Quality from Polluting Land Uses.

Timeline

Timeline

Examples of bioswales in the right-of-way

Policy WR-2.3: Effectively manage stormwater flows with appropriate on-site and city-system best practices.
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Maintaining resilient water infrastructure includes improving the efficacy and reliability of existing systems and 
preparing those systems for projected conditions such as climate change and sea level rise impacts, including 
rising groundwater and potentially less rainfall. Existing infrastructure systems should be made resilient in 
areas that are most at risk from climate change impacts to limit disruptions in service and to protect public 
health and safety. A multi-faceted approach is recommended to reduce vulnerability to climate change and 
build in flexibility over time.  Resilient systems that are planned strategically and account for potential climate 
and disaster risks will allow communities to be proactive in facing potential impacts from both chronic and 
event-based climate events.  These investments should be aligned with the City’s climate change mitigation 
and adaptation strategies.

Other Actions:
• Design gravity wastewater and storm drainage systems to be easily converted to closed pressurized systems.
• Support preparation and implementation of an updated Wastewater Facilities Plan in consideration of the 

entire PUC sewerage district.
• Prepare coastal pump stations at Waikīkī Public Baths and Kāhala, and determine the viability of 

decentralizing services and building more smaller plants upstream.
• Revise the Plumbing Code to allow package treatment plants (pre-manufactured, decentralized facilities used 

to treat wastewater in smaller communities or districts).
• Revise shoreline setback and coastal zone management policies that conflict with implementation of desired 

resilient infrastructure improvements.

Partners:
• OCCSR
• ENV
• DFM
• DDC
• BWS

Partners:
• DPP
• OCCSR
• DFM
• State DOT
• ENV
• BWS

Priority Actions:
Perform regular vulnerability assessments. Work with 
infrastructure agencies to ensure regular assessments are 
conducted of their systems’ and facilities’ hazard vulnerabilities.

Raise or relocate low-lying infrastructure. Develop a methodology 
for prioritizing where to elevate low-lying coastal transportation 
and utility infrastructure above DFE (design flood elevation) to 
account for sea level rise, flooding, and higher groundwater. As 
feasible, begin to raise streets, sidewalks, and pipes/utilities. 
Support infrastructure relocation or hardening projects based on 
projected climate change impacts. Relocate low-lying infrastructure 
facilities with high SLR risk farther inland where feasible.

Goal WR-3: Maintain Resilient Water Infrastructure Systems.

Policy WR-3.1: Reduce vulnerability of the water infrastructure system to the effects of climate change.

Timeline

Timeline Sand bags (above) and sand and wave overtopping along Waikīkī Beach (below)
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The PUC depends on precipitation and underlying aquifers for potable water, some of 
which are already over-allocated or over-pumped. As an isolated island, “importing” water 
from another district like most U.S. cities is not an option. Thus, responsible use of potable 
water is critical.  The BWS has been promoting water conservation in schools and homes 
and other public facilities for over 40 years, and these best practices can be supplemented 
with demand-side programs to reduce customer water use and efforts to provide a greater 
diversity of water sources.

Other Actions:
• Promote water conservation programs offered by the BWS. 
• Incentivize homeowners to capture stormwater such as though the BWS Residential Rain 

Barrel Rebate program.

Partners:
• BWS
• DFM
• ENV

Partners:
• BWS
• State DOH
• State DOA
• DPP

Priority Actions:
Public rainwater capture network. Support 
implementation of large-scale rainwater 
harvesting projects in the PUC through 
utilization of abandoned infrastructure and 
pipes.

Expand municipal treatment and reuse 
projects.  Pursue “gray water” reuse for State 
and City facilities as mandated by State law 
that requires “the utilization of reclaimed 
water for uses other than drinking and for 
potable water needs in one hundred percent 
of state and county facilities by December 31, 
2045.” Update the plumbing codes to reflect 
progressive water conservation, and permit 
on-site reuse.

Goal WR-3: Maintain Resilient Water Infrastructure Systems.

Timeline

Timeline

Policy WR-3.2: Support water conservation projects and programs to manage demand.

Example of a rain garden under construction at WCC
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Adequate wastewater flow can be a constraint for new development in the PUC. Costs to 
upgrade the sewer system may be passed on to the developer, and more challenging is that 
small projects cannot fulfill improvements alone. Improved coordination between infrastructure 
and land use planning agencies and communication with the development community can help 
to ensure that adequate infrastructure better serves the demands of both smaller infill and 
major directed growth areas.

Other Actions:
• Engage in proactive sewer infrastructure planning (and needs assessments) in anticipated 

areas of growth, and allocate funding to long-range capacity improvements.
• Support the implementation of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the City 

and HHFDC.

Partners:
• DPP
• ENV

Partners:
• DPP
• ENV

Partners:
• State OPSD
• HART
• HCDA
• DPP
• ENV

Priority Actions:
Improve coordination of capacity and land 
use planning models.  Continue to integrate 
directed growth policies and specific policies 
such as density bonuses in capacity modeling.

Optimize sewer connection application 
process. Review the 2-year capacity hold policy 
for approved sewer connection applications. If 
appropriate, change policy to require shovel-
ready status or to require prepayment of fees. 

Interagency Coordination. Proactively 
coordinate with the State Office of Planning 
and Sustainable Development (State OPSD), 
HART, and Hawaii Community Development 
Authority (HCDA), to deliver infrastructure 
for major State-led development. Specifically, 
facilitate the master planning of State-owned 
sites between Chinatown and the Kapalama 
Canal. 

Goal WR-3: Maintain Resilient Water Infrastructure Systems.

Policy WR-3.3: Improve coordination of wastewater infrastructure and land use planning.

Timeline

Timeline

Timeline

Sand Island Wastewater Treatment Plant

DRAFT
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